Theshort content of the 12thopera: “Battlestar Galactica 2023.”
Itis the year 2023. Our protagonists Eve and Peter still like eachother a lot, and they still look well and
young despite their age.They still live in the house at the seaside. They state that thehuman civilization
is rushing towards its destruction. The use of thestill more expensive, primitive and prehistoric energy
from thefossil fuels, massive social inequality, injustice, the still growinguncontrolled power of a small
group of people (from Wall Street forexample Swordsmann and Koch, uncontrolled mafia corporations
and theinternational financial institutions etc.); on one hand extremedisintegration on the other hand
extreme globalization etc.Everything is also controlled by the useless and paradoxical marketeconomy
which is not based on the real values, but just on thepossibility of placing on the market what is upside
down comparing towhat it should be, and that´s why it is absolutely inhuman, bringingspiritual and
physical devastation, nearly genocide. The marketeconomy has got the only idol and “value” and that is
the maximalprofit, and when the profit is maximized by armament, drugs and“white flesh”, there is no
chance that these factors will vanish.
Thensuddenly three youngsters come to them. One of them is a bit olderlady, the investigative reporter
Jamie, and two young men Troy andDylan. As they found out they were protagonists in the 1980.
(Note:Those are the three people from the unfinished TV sci-fi series fromthe 1980 “Galactica 1980”)
They started to have a hassle debatewith a constant interrupting of each other, and everyone of them
istrying to explain the same thing, that the mankind on the planetEarth is in a great danger from outside
a space. (Note: From now onthe story which is told by Troy, Dylan and Jamie mostly copies thestory
from the TV sci-fi series from 1978-1980 “BattlestarGalactica” and “Galactica 1980”; it is a little
edited by theauthor of the libretto of course.) Troy and Dylan are the members ofan advanced
civilization which is just several centuries in front ofthe people on the planet Earth (from the
evolutionary point of viewthey are also just homo sapiens-sapiens).
Nota long time ago they lived in a galaxy far away (not in a Milky Way),in their mother solar system
(but also on the surrounding solarsystems), and mostly on the planet Caprica. They have the same DNA
asthe human beings on the planet Earth, because in the ancient times,when on the planet Earth was just
an early stone age, a much advancedcivilization spread the colonies of the homo sapiens-sapiens
intomany galaxies. On the planet Caprica they developed the WARPtechnology, bending of the time
and space for travelling between thestars and intergalactic travelling as well, the technology of
theinvisibility, and many other achievements which in the officialreports from the planet Earth still don
´t exist. Capricans live avery long life; for instance Troy and Dylan are several hundred yearsold but
they still look like young lads. They invented the superintelligent robots – Cyclons, when the problems
began.
Cyclonswanted to secede and have the full rights. Capricans did not want togive it to them from the
beginning, actually they gave it to them toolate. The war began. Finally they came to a peace
agreement andCyclons moved to the planet far away. Fifty four years after thatthey invasively and
insidiously attacked the planetary system wherethe Caprica belongs as well. They were helped by the
Caprican namedGayus-Baltar who has joined Cyclons. The colony of the severalmillions Capricans
started to run away in gigantic space ships (butCyclons also killed millions of them).
Aftertwo years of travelling they travelled by the Earth in a hope thatthe human civilization is equally

advanced than Caprican´s.Meanwhile a baby appeared on their space ship, a hybrid, because hismother
was nearly at the level of the homo-angelus spiritus and hisfather was Caprican. When he was fifteen
years old he alreadyexceeded Capricans in intelligence. His name is Doctor Ze. He wasterrified when
he found out that the planet Earth is much moreundeveloped comparing to their civilization, and in
addition theruling system on the planet Earth is profoundly antisocial systembased on the pointless
market economy. Everything is controlled bythe small group of mafia-like antihuman rich men. On
Caprice theyhave overcame this problem one thousand years ago. Until the invasionof the Cyclons the
all planetary fair system existed there, with theall planetary leadership with a council of a wise men.
Everyone had,by the all planetary constitution, the right for a dignified humanlife guaranteed. But here,
the market economy for which the only idoland value is the maximized profit; and even if the maximal
profitbrings the armament, drugs and the white meat trade; there is stillno hope that this will end up any
time soon.
Thecivilization on the planet Earth hustles towards its destruction. Ifthe human civilization will not
create the principally different allplanetary social system centrally managed on the principles of
thegeneral solidarity and democracy, it will happen. So thecircumstances turned the other way round:
the planet Earth will nothelp the Capricans, but the Capricans will help the planet Earth.
Theintergalactic colony of the Caprican´s circles in the surroundingstar systems concerns that Cyclons
can appear any time. They are muchmore feared about the human civilization, because they would
betotally defenceless against the attack of the Cyclons. There is aneed of a quick, at least a partial
development of the Earth´stechnology, and it needs to be done totally secretly even in front ofthe
inhabitants on the planet Earth (to prevent the fall of thefragile human civilization), but mostly and
mainly in front of theCyclons. They secretly and eagerly start different activities. Thesecret envoys on
the planet Earth, Troy and Dylan, with the help ofthe young investigative reporter Jamie get in touch
with the severalearthly scientists. Eventually the doctor Ze finds out that in adifferent galaxy there is a
planet far away from Cyclons where theycan move in; so they do it.
Twentyfive years afterwards Cyclons found the new planet of the Capricansagain. (Note: Another story
telling of the Troy and Dylan matcheswith the sci-fi series with the same name “Battlestar
Galactica”from the years 2005-2006, it is a little bit changed of course.) Theydeveloped (with the help
of the Caprican and Cyclon nano-technology)the nano-beings, kind of the duplicates of the Capricans,
who oftendon´t even know that they are not the originals. One such abeautiful nano-lady, “number 6.”,
liaises with a son of the GayusBaltar, the young Gayus who is a brilliant scientist. Gayus Baltaryounger
is a very contradictory and controversial personality, andwomanizer as well. With the help of Gayus the
nano-woman number 6.discloses the defensive coordinates for the Cyclons. Another massacreoccurs.
The original Capricans are decimated and the rest of theircivilization is on the road again; this time to a
different planetwhere sometime their bloodline relatives (with the same DNA) lived. After another two
year odyssey they find a planet that they werelooking for, but already about one thousand years ago
destroyed bydifferent Cyclons, which were invented by their inhabitants. Theyalso find another
unsettled planet where they settle, but this timethe number 6. joined people, and she is expecting a baby
with GayusBaltar younger.
Ittakes another sixteen years when the Caprican´s observers reportthat they were discovered by the
Cyclons again, and even worse, theyalso discovered the planet Earth which they want to get.

Thesituation considering Cyclons is much more complicated now. There arethree groups of them. First
are the original invasive evil Cyclonswho want to annihilate the life on the planet Earth. Second, the
mostnumerous group, is less aggressive and includes many humanoidnano-beings. It would be able to
negotiate the peace with them. Thirdis a small group of the hundred percent humanoid nano-cyclons,
human.This third group wants to definitely live in the peace with humanswhich would be mutually
beneficial. The second group will live inpeace but only in the conditions if on the planet Earth
inhabited bythe people rules the all planetary, united, human, social, fairsystem, and where the newest
inventions of the scientists areavailable for every being on the planet, and where the technology isso far
ahead that the so called “good” Cyclons can rely on it inthe war against the “evil” Cyclons. However
this seems to be aproblem. On Earth doesn´t rule the all planetary, fair social systemand the evolved
technology exists, but it is secretly kept in theunderground laboratories and available just for a few,
perhaps 70-80people. All the other technology used on the whole planet isobsolete, even antediluvian,
energetically based on the fossil fuels.In addition the vast majority of the inhabitants is gradually
pushedto a spiritual decline and devastation, even to a spiritual (maybeeven physical) genocide under
the influence of the devastating popculture.
Whatto do now? Doctor Ze was visited by the relatives of his mother,nearly purely light energetic
beings, who disclosed to him that thereis a couple living on the planet Earth, Peter and Eve, who have
gonethrough the certain type of mutation so they should be able to helpDylan and Troy. Doctor Ze
found out that on the planet Earth a verysophisticated technology already exists. It was worked on it in
theearthly years 1898 – 1943 by the brilliant scientist Nicola Tesla,but mostly on a paper and in the
equations. Meanwhile some of it gotinto the hands of the horrible Nazis (project Bell, the foofighter,Sroder-Stanc), who luckily did not know how to fully use thistechnology, and part of it into the
hands of the Soviet, but theykeep it as a top secret. After his (probably violent) death in theearthly year
1943 part of his remains together with to the USAremoved unfinished Nazi technologies and a group of
the Naziscientist got into the top secret underground laboratories (Area 51,HAARP, under the
Bermudas, the opposite side of the moon and perhapson the planet Mars). Tesla probably worked on
such equations andcalculations which outrun the progress of about 100 -150 maybe even200 years. All
of this he did in a secrecy because he consideredmankind morally unstable for adopting such a
sophisticated scienceand technology.
Teslaprobably worked on (since 1898 until his death in 1943) the quantumgravity (the antigravity
machine with an elimination of the G power),on the theory of the scalar field and the quantum
interconnection(the possibility of the teleportation), on the equations of reducingthe effects of the
second law of the thermodynamics (perpetummobile), on a technology based on the ELF (the
extremely lowelectromagnetic frequencies), on the radiation (the control ofweather but also a super
weapon, that is induced earthquakes,annihilation and demolition from the distance etc.), on
theprinciples and equations of the morphic field of the population andindividuals (possibilities of the
distance control of the human mindof a concrete person), on the equations of the negative energy
(freeenergy for the people, free travelling, free producing, spacetravel),on the equations of the vacuum
energy and the energy of theHyggs field (free energy available) and so on.Lastlyhe was deeply
religiously convinced and he wanted to create kind of aparadise on Earth –“God´s kingdom”. Besides
that he developedmany technological principles between 1885-89 which were alreadyrealized but often

with 50-80 years delay and often under differentnames (a global network of the camera mobile phones
was already in1898, TV, network, fax, microwave, scanner, the magnetic resonancediagnostics, the
radar and anti radar, the principle of theintegrated circuits – microchips, the sketch of the
particleaccelerator, hologram, laser etc) i.e. uncountable technologicalachievements.
Manyearthly scientists while he was alive said that: “He is the one whocreated the whole twentieth
century”. Unfortunately today is hisname and lifework almost totally forgotten. Better said, it is
buriedin the top secret underground laboratories on the planet Earth butprobably on the surrounding
planets as well. A group of the topsecret agents took care of that in the interest of the “devilish”leaders
from the mafia-like financial institutions (Koch andSwordman from the Wall Street, the international
corporations) , i.e.in the interest of the still smaller group of people who dominatesthe whole planet
Earth. The post Tesla´s technology (distance mindcontrol, the ELF radiation) was several times used
just in theinterest of evil (Henry Lee Oswald, 11thSeptember or experiments on the people in Nomi
town in Alaska).
DoctorZe further suggests that the small group of people (Troy, Dylan,Jamie, Peter and Eve) infiltrates
into the top secret laboratories ofthe post Tesla´s technology and declassifies it step by step. So nowthe
five member group conspirative way infiltrates into one secretbasement under the rocky mountains
during an intense storm evoked bythe Caprican technology.They bring the whole technology but
mainly the technology based onthe morphic field, i.e. with a possibility of controlling the mind ofthe
individual and population. What they found out is that thistechnology will be used for the good and
human purposes just in caseif it is dealt with the real human beings and even that only if theyhave got
one of the basic characteristics – conscience. Doctor Zebases this on the thoughts of the philosopherpriest from a littlestate called Slovakia, a bishop Bezak; who claimed in his works thatif the person
doesn´t have conscience it is not human anymore and itis in a bondage of the daemonic powers. This is
the main reason whywas Bezak suspended. If the person concerned was under the influenceof the sins
of pride, avarice and enviousness as well as under theinfluence of the extraterrestrial “daemonic
entities”, it stoppedbeing a human being and then this technology will not affect him orher. They will
operate only in the service of evil, and these alreadyinhuman beings will become even worse and more
selfish.
Theysummon a meeting of the most significant scientists on the planetEarth: Sasskind, Michio Kaku,
Geret Lisi, Tegmark, Turok, Bart,Hawking, Fran de Aquino, Sipov, Kozyrev, Searl, Frank Tippler
etc.,from whom many arrive. While they are listening about the Tesla´sequations, they are astonished
how far ahead Nicola Tesla was in thatage in the science. Not for nothing even Einstein called him
“TheGreat Lord of Science”. They work out another strategy. They aresuppose to radiate all of the good
people with a help of theelectromagnetic resonance in the interest of the higher goodness, sothey will
be able to get to the higher level of the positive energy,and to make these people morally and spiritually
uplifted, so theywould get rid of the degrading level of the pop culture andeventually refuse it.
Simultaneously they will start fightingtogether under the influence of the positive energy for the
equitablesociety on Earth based on the principles of the all planetaryconstitution and for the leadership
of the planet Earth. Troy andDylan are beginning to launch Tesla´s technology with a purpose
ofcreating a better earthly society. Even more importantly, if it endsup in a fight with Cyclons, the
middle group of the Cyclons needs tosee that on Earth the fair all planetary social system rules.

Otherscientists will start working according to the Tesla´s equations andalso on their own calculations
on the super weapons which would beable to defend people against the evil Cyclons, and to persuade
themiddle class that the human civilization is worth protecting. Ourfive protagonists watch it all from
the distance using the Capricantechnology.
Theysee that all around the world in the cities and capital cities peoplestarted to gather demanding the
fairer all planetary social system.These gatherings gradually turn into some kind of carnivals
andhappenings. The biggest happenings occur in front of the OSN (ESN)building and in front of the
White House. The American president andthe majority of the OSN leaders welcome the gathering but
some of thepresident´s counsellors or the OSN members are fundamentally againstit. In the gathering
are according to the example of our relativesfrom the planet Caprice gradually formulated basic
requirements:
Thereis a need to create the all planetary constitution, create a systemof the United Nations of the
World based on the catholic-democraticprinciples as well as on the principles democratically-muslim
(sonot military or orthodox), and the Judaic principles. There is aneed to create the all planetary
elected, controllable and resignableworld government compositing of the council of the wise men.
Tocreate the all planetary constitution which guarantees the basichuman and social (with an emphasis
on the word social) rights for allthe people on the planet Earth. Create the principles of the allplanetary
plebiscite. The most influential personalities of theinternational financial institutions as well as the
internationalcorporations have to be all planetary electable, controllable andresignable. It is necessary
to create a strong all planetaryabsolutely independent army, stronger than the armies of theindividual
states (including USA), which will be governed by the allplanetary council only, and which will
intervene in the case of theunrighteousness,killing or genocide (for example against the militant
Islamicextremist). Obviously this army mustn´t use the deathly weapons,just paralyze the enemy or put
him into the coma. Enemies then haveto be gathered in the reeducation centers, where their minds will
bethe maximally human way turned over to the Christian or Muslimdemocrats.
Thewhole gathering gradually changes into a happy carnival. Music playseverywhere, bands, people
dance in groups and chant their maindemands. Just in Washington there is over three millions of people
inthe streets. TheAmerican presidentspeaks out and welcomes the gathering and its demands. Later,
partlyfreely and partly violently the representatives of the gatheringcapture the palace of the OSN. Here
they create the foundations ofthe interplanetary government and the other institutions, like
theinstitution of the whole planetary plebiscite, the all planetarysocial rights, the international army
etc., which were summarized inthe demands of the people gathered. The representatives of
theChristians, the Muslims, the Judaist, the Atheists and the Democratsspeak on a balcony one by one.
The crowd welcomes them eagerly.The whole world´s “tender revolution”happens,but it is also partly
based on the idea of the “Czechoslovakianspring” in 1968.
Itis getting dark and notable fear and smother is in the air. The evilpowers will not give up with such an
easiness and probably they´llattack. It will be a horrible night, the tension is felt everywhere.Very soon
the army of the masked men without label arrives. Perhapsit is the secret international group of thugs in
the service of themafia-like corporations and the financial institutions who aresecretly kept as a backup
in critical situations. A helicopterappears and the voice from the amplifier calls the crowd to empty
theOSN building and to break up immediately. Nobody moves. Thensuddenly on the balcony of the

OSN building a speaker appears, whoannounces that the OSN building belongs to all the people from
thewhole world and he represents the mankind of the planet Earth. He isshot down immediately. The
shooting repeats but this time from thecrowd and the helicopter is shot down. The voice from the
amplifierrepeats the command to obey, otherwise they will start shooting intothe crowd. (The five
member group is terrified because there are manymothers with their children in the crowd.) The
masked men showthemselves, they look like they are in the Nazi uniforms. Thesituation is in the most
critical line – “quaiter limits”. Thenthe president speaks out and announces that the army which
surroundedthe OSN building isn´t legal and he sends the regular American armyagainst them for the
protection of the human rights like Kennedy dideighty years ago. A quick shoot-out happens, the
masked men retreatand they are captured. The gathering is celebrating the victory. Troyand Dylan state
that it will take some time until the requirementswill get into the function; until it will be possible to
declassifyand show the whole Tesla´s technology the way that the disintegratedand the super-globalised
economy won´t collapse. Very soon a messagecomes that the middle group of the Cyclons joined the
protection ofthe planet Earth and the evil Cyclons run away into a differentgalaxy.
Inthe end all of the protagonists meet at the seaside whet theCyclonian viper arrives and a beautiful
young couple comes out of itwith a baby girl, their child. It is Gayus Baltar younger with hisspouse,
number 6., and their beautiful daughter. Then another vipercomes and a very old but good-hearted
couple gets off, the honourablecommander Adama (the son of the commander Adama from the
BattlestarGalactica 1978-1980), and the ex-president of the refugees fromCaprice. Then the third viper
comes from which still young lookingStarback gets off known from the years 1978-1980 and also
hisdaughter, a beautiful wife Starback known from the years 2005-2006.They emotionally greet each
other and then farewell.

